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The Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood is located in the southwest corner of the Township of
Langley. There are numerous environmental concerns in this neighbourhood including: the highly
vulnerable Brookswood aquifer, rare coniferous forest, 122 confirmed wildlife species including 9 red or
blue listed species, and habitat connectivity to adjacent agricultural areas and municipal and regional
parks.
The purpose of the Brookswood/Fernridge Urban Wildlife Monitoring Program is to engage the
community in monitoring specific focal species in the Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood. The
information will be used to help identify important wildlife habitat patches and corridors. The intent of the
program is to encourage residents to understand the importance of wildlife habitat they can provide on
their properties and to provide the municipality with information that will assist in the conservation of
wildlife habitat throughout the neighbourhood.
Funding for the Brookswood/Fernridge Urban Wildlife Monitoring Program Funding has been provided
by the Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation, Vancity, and the Vancouver Foundation. In-kind support
has been provided by the Township of Langley.

Introduction:
This report provides the findings from the Brookswood/Fernridge Urban Wildlife Habitat Monitoring
Program. The first monitoring session took place during the month of February 2008. The second
monitoring session occurred between September 15 to November 15, 2008, and a third monitoring session
occurred October 15 to December 15, 2009. An overview of the project is provided along with an
explanation of how each of the objectives was met. A series of maps is included in order to elucidate the
data.
Location:
The community is located in the southwest corner of the Township of Langley. The boundaries are
roughly 44 Avenue to the north, 210 Street to the east, 196 Street (municipal boundary) to the west and 20
Avenue to the south. The total land area is 1,345 hectares (3,324 acres), with an approximate population
of 13,500. This neighbourhood contains 37.5% of all the coniferous forest in the Township. This is the
highest percentage of coniferous forest of any neighbourhood in the Township. This neighbourhood is
expected to undergo a community plan review within the next five years to accommodate increased urban
development. There are numerous environmental concerns in this neighbourhood including: the highly
vulnerable Brookswood aquifer, rare coniferous forest, 122 confirmed wildlife species including 9 red or
blue listed species, and habitat connectivity to adjacent agricultural areas and municipal and regional
parks.
Figure 1

Brookswood/Fernridge Community in Township of Langley

Issues:
There are a number of issues that will be addressed through this project. They are:
a. Urban growth: Only 25% of the Township is developable, because the remaining 75% is in the
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). This means that any development that occurs will need to be
intensive to accommodate the growing population.
b. Connectivity: While most of Langley was logged with the arrival of the European settlers (late
1800s) and as such no true ‘old growth forest’ exists, there are significant tracts of 50-100 year old
coniferous and mixed forest in the Brookswood/Fernridge area. This community is also adjacent
to the ALR, as well as municipal and regional parks, so it likely provides connectivity and habitat
for dispersing wildlife. Protection of corridors and patches is likely to support a wide variety of
wildlife and contribute to genetic diversity by offering a greater variety of territories for wildlife.
c. Lack of information on urban wildlife habitat requirements: There is a lack of information
on habitat use by urban wildlife. This has left planners with little or no relevant tangible evidence
to justify protection of habitat corridors and patches through developing communities. This project
will provide data on focal species habitat usage. It will assist planners in clearly defining protected
areas.
The main risk is that, without the Brookswood/Fernridge urban wildlife monitoring program, the revised
Brookswood/Fernridge Community Plan will not accurately reflect the habitat needs of local wildlife.
This could result in the elimination of functional wildlife habitat in Brookswood/Fernridge. This will have
a negative impact on the entire region because it will result in additional habitat fragmentation and may
result in local or regional species extirpation.
Project overview:
Recent development in the neighbourhood of Willoughby resulted in the loss of a great deal of wildlife
habitat. There is community concern that the same situation will occur in Brookswood/Fernridge. It is
hoped, that through this urban wildlife monitoring program, residents will understand the valuable habitat
they can provide in their own back yards and municipal decision makers will use the data to identify and
protect important habitat areas prior to development.
The program used a citizen science approach whereby volunteers from the community were recruited to
monitor four focal species in the Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood. The first monitoring session
occurred during the month of February, 2008. The second monitoring session occurred from September
15 to November 15, 2008, and the third monitoring session occurred from October 15 to December 15,
2009. The focal species chosen for this project have specific habitat requirements that are, to some extent,
already met within the Brookswood/Fernridge area.
A literature review was conducted for each focal species in an attempt to identify one or more factors
associated with habitat that would limit the survival of that species over the long term. The intent of this
program was to use the limiting factors combined with citizen science, monitoring, and groundtruthing to
identify areas that these focal species do (or could) use for feeding, breeding, and dispersal. The key
assumption made is that this combination of techniques will provide an indication of the presence of these
species, and this information will help to define the areas that should be protected prior to, or as part of,
future development. The four focal species chosen were: Pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus),
Douglas squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasii), Wood duck (Aix sponsa), and Mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus ssp. Columbianus). All of these species have been previously sighted in the neighbourhood.

Focal Species Sightings:
The number of sightings was highest during the second monitoring session (September 15 to November
15, 2008) for all four focal species. During the first monitoring session, all of the focal species were
sighted in the neighbourhood at least once (Table 1). During the second monitoring session, Pileated
woodpeckers were spotted 60/62 days, Douglas squirrel were seen 52/62 days, Mule deer were identified
30/62 days and Wood duck were sighted 1/62 days (Table 2). Pileated woodpeckers were sighted in
nineteen locations, Douglas squirrels in eight locations, mule deer in six locations, and wood duck in one
location (Table 2). During the third monitoring session all of the focal species were sighted. Pileated
woodpeckers were spotted 48/62 days, Douglas squirrels were identified 36/62 days, Mule deer were
spotted 17/62 days, and Wood ducks were sighted 1/62 days (table 3). The following three tables (Tables
1, 2, and 3) provide additional information about the frequency and total number of focal species sightings
for the three monitoring sessions.
Table 1
Focal species

Focal Species Summary Data (February 2008 monitoring period)
Number of days focal Total focal
Number of
Number of
species was spotted
species
monitors spotting locations in *BF
in February (29 days)
sightings
the focal species where the species
was spotted

Pileated
woodpecker
29
(Dryocopus
pileatus)
Douglas squirrel
(Tamiasciurus
29
douglasii)
Mule deer
(Black-tailed
deer)
23
(Odocoileus
hemionus ssp.
Columbianus)
Wood duck
29
(Aix sponsa)
*BF=Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood

132

9

16

175

20

17

31

5

4

88

2

1

Figure 2

Focal Species Locations (February 2008 monitoring period)

Table 2

Focal Species Summary Data
(September 15 – November 15 2008 monitoring period)
Number of days focal Total focal
Number of
Number of
species was spotted
species
monitors spotting locations in *BF
during monitoring
sightings
the focal species where the species
period (62 days)
was spotted

Focal species

Pileated
woodpecker
(Dryocopus
pileatus)
Douglas squirrel
(Tamiasciurus
douglasii)
Mule deer
(Black-tailed
deer)
(Odocoileus
hemionus ssp.
Columbianus)
Wood duck
(Aix sponsa)

60

241

12

19

52

100

8

8

30

42

4

6

1

1

1

1

Figure 3

Focal Species Locations
(September 15 – November 15 2008 monitoring period)

Table 3

Focal Species Summary Data
(October 15-December 15, 2009 monitoring period)

Focal species

Pileated
woodpecker
(Dryocopus
pileatus)
Douglas squirrel
(Tamiasciurus
douglasii)
Mule deer
(Black-tailed
deer)
(Odocoileus
hemionus ssp.
Columbianus)
Wood duck
(Aix sponsa)

Number of days focal
species was spotted
during monitoring
period (62 days)

Total focal
species
sightings

Number of
Number of
monitors spotting locations in *BF
the focal species where the species
was spotted

48

77

13

16

36

62

14

20

17

20

11

12

1

1

1

1

Figure 4

Focal Species Locations
(October 15-December 15, 2009 monitoring period)

Focal Species Activities:
Monitors recorded information about the focal species activities they observed. Table 4 shows that
Pileated woodpeckers were observed feeding at a feeder 78% of the time and 22% of the time feeding on
a natural feature (as a percentage of all feeding activity observed). Table 5 shows that Douglas squirrels
were observed feeding at feeders 86% of the time and feeding on natural features 14% of the time. In both
cases, these focal species were observed feeding from feeders significantly more often than they were
seen feeding on natural features. Mule deer (Table 6), on the other hand, were observed feeding more
often on natural features (86%) than on provided food (14%). Wood duck were not observed feeding
during any of the monitoring periods (Table 7).
These observations should be interpreted with caution. On the one hand it indicates that supplemental
food is important for both Pileated woodpeckers and Douglas squirrels and less important for Mule deer.
However, since most monitors were recording observations in their yard, the presence of supplemental
feed (feeders) is likely to skew the observations because it is probably easier for monitors to observe
wildlife feeding at feeders than on natural features. For example, the natural features may not be
observable by a monitor (e.g. feeding high in a tree) so the actual number of times a focal species feeds on
a natural feeder may not be accurately captured in this data. Also, the presence of a feeder does not
necessarily indicate the presence of a natural feature, so the observer may only have the option of
observing a focal species at a feeder (thereby skewing the results towards feeders).
An appropriate conclusion drawn from this data may be that focal species do utilize supplemental food,
and in some cases these food sources may be very important, however retention of natural features is

vitally important for focal species because they provide food, nesting sites, and travel corridors. These
elements cannot be replaced by supplemental feeders alone.
Table 4
Feeding at
feeder

194

Pileated woodpecker activities
Feeding on
Breeding or
Resting
tree or
building
other
nest
natural
feature
54

19

0

Travelling

Vocalizing

*Other

22

18

7

Travelling

Vocalizing

Other

24

5

6

*Other: drinking from bird bath
Note: there may be more than one activity observed per individual focal species

Table 5
Feeding at
feeder

93

Douglas squirrel activities
Breeding or
Feeding on
Resting
tree or
building
other
nest
natural
feature
15

20

1

Other: Running up and down the trees and run around our lawn
Note: there may be more than one activity observed per individual focal species

Table 6
Feeding on
provided
food
4

Mule deer activities
Feeding on
Resting
shrubs,
trees, or
grass
24

2

Breeding

Travelling

Vocalizing

Other

0

29

0

0

Note: there may be more than one activity observed per individual focal species
Table 7
Feeding at
feeder

0

Wood duck activities
Feeding in
Resting
wetland or
other
natural
feature
0

1

Breeding or
building
nest

Travelling

Vocalizing

Other

0

0

1

0

Objectives and Activities:
The following table (Table 8) identifies the program objectives and activities. This is followed by an
explanation of how each objective was met.
Table 8

Program Objectives and Activities

Completed Project Objectives
Continue an urban wildlife
monitoring program, collecting
data on current populations of
focal species by recruiting
residents and students to monitor
focal species

Activities/Methods
Support current volunteer monitors,
recruit and train twenty five additional
monitors by running newspaper ads,
delivering wildlife habitat information
packages to landowners, offering
presentations to local wildlife
organizations and communications via
LEPS and partner websites.

Timeline
Volunteer recruitment
April-July 2009

Work with Township of Langley
staff to identify and conserve
habitat corridors/patches.

Attend ongoing meeting with municipal
planning, parks and engineering staff;
promote implementation of Wildlife
Habitat Conservation Strategy in
revisions of Brookswood/Fernridge
OCP.

Have met with Township
staff throughout duration
of project to date

Educate citizens about wildlife
habitat stewardship and engage
them in community-based ecoaction.

Hold public forum to increase citizen
understanding of habitat values in
Brookswood/Fernridge area. Offer
presentations to local wildlife
organizations.

Wildlife Week April
2009

Host National Wildlife Week events to
promote project, recognize HCTF as
leaders in wildlife stewardship, gain
further community understanding of,
and support for, wildlife habitat
stewardship and provide a fun,
educational family event.

Presentations to
community organizations
April- July 2009

Chronicle experience in wildlife habitat
mapping, developing monitoring
frameworks, identifying focal species,
recruiting community. Document
‘lessons learned’ and provide additional
information about the practicalities of
urban wildlife monitoring.

Digital distribution
through the LEPS
website and through
distribution at meetings
such as the Fraser Valley
Biodiversity
Conservation Strategy
meeting

Continue to develop an urban
wildlife monitoring tool-kit
rooted in both citizen science and
conservation biology that can be
used by other developing
communities

Distribute digital copies of tool-kit to
resource managers in BC.

Wildlife monitoring
October to December
2009

Wildlife Week April
2010

Public Forum August
2009

Continue an urban wildlife
monitoring program, collecting
data on current populations of
focal species by recruiting
residents and students to monitor
focal species

Input and interpret information
collected in order to estimate focal
species populations.

Data entry and
interpretation

Identify significant habitat
patches and corridors used by
focal species to be considered for
conservation through Township
of Langley policy instruments

Create GIS map layers identifying
habitat corridors and patches that should
be considered for conservation.
Recommend policies to conserve
wildlife habitat.

Map layers were created
and recommendations
have been made.

Enter wildlife observation data entered
into the Community Mapping Network.
Generate maps with focal species
attribute information.
Work with Township of Langley
staff to identify and conserve
habitat corridors/patches.

Attend ongoing meeting with municipal
planning, parks and engineering staff;
promote implementation of Wildlife
Habitat Conservation Strategy in
revisions of Brookswood/Fernridge
OCP.

Recruitment of residents
and students

Data has been entered
onto the community
mapping network

Ongoing, will continue
beyond March 2010
Findings have been
presented to Township of
Langley staff.

Objective 1: Develop an urban wildlife monitoring tool kit.
Activity: This tool-kit will chronicle the experience of developing a monitoring program to help resource
managers to develop similar programs. Document ‘lessons learned’ and additional information about the
practicalities of urban wildlife monitoring.
Status: Complete
Explanation: See attached tool-kit
Objective 2: Create an urban wildlife monitoring program.
Activity: Support volunteer monitors and recruit and train twenty additional monitors.
Status: Complete
Explanation: Opportunity to participate in the monitoring program sessions has been advertised on the
LEPS website, in advertisements in the local newspaper, through a monthly email notification to LEPS’
400 members and volunteers, through the Wildbirds Unlimited e-newsletter. LEPS also invited the
Langley Field Naturalists and local fish and game clubs to participate, posters were distributed to local
shops, libraries, and schools, and through the distribution of over 1000 brochures to the
Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood. Previous participants were contacted by phone to invite feedback
and invited to participate again. New volunteers were trained during a volunteer information and training
session held October 15, 2009.

Figure 5

Monitoring Locations

Objective 3: Collect data on current populations of focal species.
Activity: Collection, input, and interpretation of data collected in order to estimate focal species
populations.
Status: Complete
Explanation: A literature review was conducted to determine if there were any studies that used similar
data to estimate focal species populations. Unfortunately, none were found. The literature was also
reviewed to identify the travel speeds of the focal species, however no data was found. It was thought by
identifying travel speed and comparing to concurrent sightings, the number of distinct individuals could
be estimated. However, without travel speed data this was not possible. As a result, it was not possible to
estimate focal species populations with any degree of accuracy. Nonetheless, the data for concurrent
sightings is presented below to demonstrate that individuals were sighted at the same time in different
locations, indicating that there are multiple individuals and multiple pairs in the Brookswood/Fernridge
neighbourhood.
The following tables (Tables 9-12) show the concurrent sightings of the Pileated woodpecker and
Douglas squirrel for the February 2008 monitoring session. Twenty minutes was used as the time
threshold for concurrent sightings for the Pileated woodpecker because it was assumed that a Pileated
woodpecker could not traverse the Brookswood/Fernridge community in less than twenty minutes. Sixty
minutes was used as the time threshold for concurrent sightings for the Douglas squirrel because it was

assumed that a Douglas squirrel could not traverse the Brookswood/Fernridge community in less than
sixty minutes. There were not sufficient sightings of either the Wood duck or Mule deer to justify
identification of concurrent sightings. The September to November, 2008 and October to December, 2009
data was not analyzed for concurrent sightings because it was apparent from the February 2008 data that it
would not be possible to estimate the focal species populations with any degree of accuracy.
Graphs 1 and 2 illustrate the data displayed in the Tables 9 and 11. Because the travel speeds could not be
found, the data must be interpreted with caution. However, one can assert that the reliability of concurrent
sightings indicating separate individuals increases as time decreases and distance increases. In other
words, the points that are high on the graph on the left side (i.e. small time interval, large distance) are the
most reliable and the low points on the right hand side of the graph are the least reliable (i.e. large time
interval, small distance). The data suggests that there are multiple individuals and multiple pairs of both
the Pileated woodpecker and Douglas squirrel throughout the Brookswood/Fernridge community.
However, an absolute quantification of population is not possible with the data that was collected.
Table 9

*UK=unknown

February 2008: Pileated woodpecker
Concurrent Sightings (less than 20 minutes apart)
Date
Time between
Distance
sightings (min)
between
sightings (m)

*Gender

February 2

8

730

1UK/1M

February 2

0

2100

1UK/1M

February 5

15

2000

1M1F/1M

February 5

15

1400

1M1F/1M

February 8

0

2340

1M1F/1M

February 10

5

620

1UK/1UK

February 12

15

2350

1M1F/1M

February 21

15

2360

1M1F/1M

February 24

0

2020

1UK/1UK

February 24

5

2100

1UK/1M

February 26

0

2370

1UK/1M1F

Graph 1

February 2008: Pileated woodpecker
Distance between Sightings (m) as a Function of Time (min)

Table 10

February 2008: Pileated woodpecker (PW)
Discrete Sightings of Pairs
Number of
Number of
Number of discrete
addresses where
discrete
discrete
sightings of
more than one pair
sightings of
female pairs
of PW was sighted at male/female
the same time
pairs

Number of
discrete sightings
of pairs

53

9

48

1

Number of discrete
sightings of pairs of
unknown gender

4

Table 11

February 2008: Douglas squirrel
Concurrent Sightings (less than 60 minutes apart)
Date
Time between
Distance
sightings (min)
between
sightings (m)
February 1
0
3080
February 4
5
1260
February 5
31
735
February 7
15
1920
February 8
0
2700
February 9
15
1280
February 11
6
1270
February 11
20
3925
February 11
19
3900
February 12
25
3320
February 12
10
1400
February 12
35
3361
February 13
10
1270
February 13
0
2650
February 14
30
2140
February 14
0
1260
February 14
30
3340
February 14
30
3370
February 14
40
3370
February 16
45
1080
February 17
31
1200
February 18
45
660
February 18
5
1420
February 18
35
1400
February 18
30
1500
February 18
30
1040
February 18
0
1030
February 19
22
2720
February 20
0
2700
February 21
21
2700
February 21
15
3325
February 21
10
3360
February 24
15
1260
February 24
10
685
February 27
27
2340
February 27
9
2200
February 27
11
2180
February 27
30
2530
February 28
37
1260
February 29
0
3350

Graph 2

Table 12

February 2008: Douglas squirrel
Distance between Sightings (m) as a Function of Time (min)

February 2008: Douglas squirrel (DS)
Discrete Sightings of Pairs
Number of
Number of discrete addresses where
discrete sightings
more than one pair of DS was
of pairs
sighted at the same time

Number of pairs

28
7
Note: it was not possible to determine whether pairs were M/F; M/M; or F/F

7

Objective 4: Groundtruth forest cover.
Activity: Identify forest cover. Groundtruthing will be conducted by the program coordinator and other
LEPS employees. Compare groundtruthing data with the LEPS wildlife habitat mapping and aerial
photos.
Status: Complete.
Explanation: There do not appear to be any discrepancies between the groundtruthing data and the LEPS
wildlife habitat mapping and aerial photos. This may be due to two key reasons. First, the private property
owners who agreed to have LEPS groundtruth their property may be keen to protect wildlife habitat and
have, therefore, not removed any habitat (e.g. trees, shrubs) on their property. The remaining properties
that were groundtruthed were public lands. Since these lands are managed for specific purposes (e.g.
passive park, playing fields), it is unlikely that the habitat has changed since the wildlife habitat mapping
was conducted or since the aerial photos were taken.
Objective 5: Identify patches and corridors used by focal species.
Activity: GIS map layers identifying existing wildlife corridors and patches (based on monitoring and
groundtruthing results). Entering wildlife observation data into the Community Mapping Network. Maps
with focal species attribute information will then be generated.
Status: Complete.
Explanation: The Community Mapping Network has been provided with the monitoring data. However,
it was decided that it would not be worthwhile to generate maps through the Community Mapping
Network at this time since the maps with the focal species attribute information have already been
generated in-house by LEPS.

Objective 6: Work with Township of Langley staff to identify and conserve habitat corridors/patches.
Activity: Minimum of three meetings per year with Township staff. GIS map layers identifying habitat
corridors and patches that should be considered for conservation will be created, and policy
recommendations to conserve wildlife habitat and corridors will be made.
Status: Complete.
Explanation: The LEPS Wildlife Habitat Program Coordinator met with Township of Langley staff on at
least three occasions to discuss the Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy for the Township of Langley.
As part of these discussions, the LEPS Wildlife Habitat Program Coordinator regularly updated staff on
the status of the Brookswood/Fernridge Urban Wildlife Monitoring Program. Township staff were asked
to provide feedback on the program and provide suggestions on how it may assist them in planning the
Brookswood/Fernridge neighbourhood. The LEPS Wildlife Habitat Program Coordinator met with
Township of Langley staff to review the maps that were created based on the monitoring data. Wildlife
habitat patches and corridors were identified and policy options discussed. The Township of Langley has
been provided with copies of the maps for use in future planning exercises.
Figure 6

Potential Wildlife Corridors and Patches for Preservation

Policy Recommendations:
A map showing the corridors and patches recommended for preservation was created based on the
monitoring and groundtruthing data. The Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy (WHCS) for the
Township of Langley was reviewed in order to identify policies that could be used to protect these
corridors and patches. The framework for the WHCS process is shown below:
i) Official Community Plan
1. Provide general policies for protecting wildlife habitat
ii) Community planning process
1. Update and use habitat mapping as part of background preparation for new or
updated community plans
2. Identify patches with habitat value
3. Identify potential corridors to connect patches
iii) Neighbourhood planning process
1. Determine patches to be protected and/or alignment of corridor
2. Determine location of wildlife tunnels where necessary
3. Determine funding mechanism to allocate costs of providing land and
improvements fairly
iv) Implementation
1. Consider wildlife habitat in the:
a. park and landscape design process
b. development approval process
v) Monitoring
1. Monitor use of tunnels
2. Monitor habitat use by focal species
3. Adaptively manage wildlife habitat
This process provides the framework in which the results from the BF monitoring can be incorporated.
The purpose of the strategy is to: “set the stage for the long-term planning and management of wildlife
habitat within the Township of Langley” (WHCS, 2008, p. 5). The WHCS uses a case study to
demonstrate the policy tools that should be used to protect wildlife habitat in the Yorkson neighbourhood.
These policy tools could also be used to protect wildlife habitat in the Brookswood/Fernridge
neighbourhood.
Ecological corridor: The WHCS Yorkson case study stipulates that the routing of the corridor
should attempt to balance potential wildlife habitat protection with the most practical means of
providing a contiguous corridor. An attempt was made to keep the corridor away from roads and,
wherever possible, along property lines. This approach was used to minimize disturbance of, and
danger to, wildlife that may use the corridor. Situating the corridor along property lines allows the
land to be protected more efficiently through the land development process because it spreads the
impact (i.e. cost) of the corridor more equitably among land owners. The location of the corridor
must be both ecologically purposeful and economically practical.
Corridor design: The WHCS Yorkson case study provides for an overall average corridor width
of 30 m. This allows flexibility in corridor design and acquisition. For example, if there is a patch
of coniferous forest 50 m in width, the intent would be to protect the entire 50 m. There may be
other areas where the habitat is not very good or where current development would impede a 30 m
corridor, so the corridor width may be reduced in this location to 20 m (for example). This is
consistent with the goal to keep the corridor ecologically purposeful and economically practical.

Amenity fee: Amenity Zoning was identified as the best means to protect wildlife habitat because
it allows for the acquisition of wildlife habitat and provides equitable sharing of costs. In the
Yorkson neighbourhood plan, all greenways were included in the Greenway Amenity Zoning
Policy that charges a fee per square metre of gross land area less greenways. Developers who
provide greenways are compensated for land and improvements based on current costs from the
fees collected.
Stepping stones: These are patches of wildlife habitat that are not part of the corridor but appear
to provide important habitat in relatively close proximity to the corridor. They are considered to be
‘stepping stones’ because, although they are isolated from the corridor, they offer resting, feeding,
or hiding spots for wildlife traversing the neighbourhood. The Township of Langley Tree bylaw
can be used to help protect these patches.
Wildlife tunnels: These are located where collector and arterial roads intersect the corridor. The
purpose of the tunnels is to maintain the integrity of the corridor and to provide wildlife with an
alternative to crossing the busy roads.
Objective 7: Liaise with Wildlife Habitat Strategy Steering Committee.
Activity: Minimum of three meetings to discuss project status, support and guidance. This Committee has
been in place for over five years and includes representatives from federal, provincial, regional, and
municipal government as well as community organizations.
Status: Partially complete.
Explanation: Three meetings with the Wildlife Habitat Strategy Steering Committee were organized.
However, the final meeting was cancelled because all of the federal and provincial government staff on
the Steering Committee indicated that they would be unable to attend this meeting and subsequent
meetings due to various reasons including government staff retirements, cutbacks, and heavy workloads.
They were asked to suggest replacements, but none were suggested. In lieu of a face to face meeting, a
status update was emailed to each member of the Steering Committee.
Objective 8: Educate citizens about wildlife habitat stewardship and engage them in community-based
eco-action.
Activity: Provide information upon request to Brookswood/Fernridge residents. Host National Wildlife
Week event to promote this project, gain further community understanding of, and support for, wildlife
habitat preservation and provide a fun, educational family event.
Status: Complete.
Explanation: A national Wildlife Week event was hosted by LEPS at Brookswood Park in 2008, 2009
and in 2010. The events were attended by Raptor Ranch, Campbell’s Gold Honey and Meadery, the
Stanley Park Ecology Society, and Langley Environmental Partners Society. Activities included flight
demonstrations by Raptor Ranch, bird house and mason bee house building, bird feeder building, and
nature walks were conducted through the park. Approximately 75 to 100 people attended each event.
Conclusions:
The benefits of this project include: increased understanding of habitat usage by focal species in an urban
environment; increased probability of habitat protection in the revised Brookswood/Fernridge community
plan; and increased community understanding of wildlife habitat requirements.
Protection of habitat areas will benefit all species (including humans). The data collected through this
project will assist planners in identifying corridors and patches used by focal species. Since this
neighbourhood will undergo a community plan revision within the next few years, this data will provide
the evidence needed to justify wildlife habitat protection in areas that are used by focal species. This will
provide benefits for generations to come.

Appendix
Monitor comments:
Pileated woodpecker:
• We see them much more in the rain
• We have had a pileated woodpecker nest in our back field for over 20 years.
• Hawk is around. Birds very scarce (all species).
• She was pecking holes in tree and eating grubs
• We did not see the pileated in November, yet he was in our yard off and on for all of October as
was a Flicker or maybe it was Flickers but we always saw just one at a time. As it was nice and
warm in October this might be why we saw them so often.
• Sitting on a wooden woodpecker ornament
• Unfortunately we were out of town during much of the monitoring period. We have occasionally
had Pileated Woodpeckers visit an old stump in the backyard. I sometimes hear them calling in the
neighbourhood.
• Extra observations (all from the same monitor):
-January 16/09 single Pileated woodpecker at suet block
-March 2/09 Pair of Pileated woodpeckers at suet blocks
-April 25/09 single Pileated woodpecker at suet block
-May 2/09 single Pileated woodpecker at suet block
-May 5/09 single Pileated woodpecker at suet block
-May 10 Pileated first in maple tree pecking in bark then moved to suet
-June 22 same as May 10
-They totally disappeared after June 22/09. People still cutting trees in this area although it’s
nesting season! No Pileated until Oct 23/09.
-Birds have totally disappeared again since Dec 7/09
-I didn’t know that hawks are a predator of the Pileated woodpecker, and I have a hawk not sure if
it’s a sharp shinned or a Coopers as they are similar
-Pilie showed up this morning Dec 28/09, 9am and had a feed off the suet block
-Same as Dec 28, but didn’t feed
-Jan 2/10, the pair came and fed off the blocks
• Didn’t see any, but see them every summer and early fall, 2-3 times per week. Either pecking at
cedar trees or flying low through our yard. Usually in pairs.
• This is the first year we haven’t seen a family come to our feeder. I have heard them around once
or twice but only the one sighting
Douglas squirrel:
• I have many photos of Douglas squirrel taken from 1979 to this year. We don't get as many as we
used to but the ones that come are way more friendly than the greys and blacks.
• Babies Taken by hawk that nests on their property
• He was in our woodshed and it looked like he was going to make a nest in the wood pile. We have
had brown squirrels in our yard for the 20 years that we have been here.
• No more sightings; think hawk got them
• Douglas squirrels rarely visit the yard. They were more frequent before Gray squirrel appeared.
Since new neighbour cut down 50 trees 3 years ago, Douglas squirrel scarce
• Saw Douglas squirrel many times during summer feeding at feeder and foraging in trees around
yard but none now
• We have heard Douglas squirrels chirping from our house that are in the backyard of our
neighbours across the street very often
• We had as many as 4 squirrels in the yard for about 3 weeks. It was as if ‘he’ knew we were
monitoring him because we only saw him 3 times after the study started. Or it could have been

•

•

•

that other than the bird feeders stocked with black oil sunflower seeds, all his favorite food was
gone. Or about that time we started to see several outdoor cats in our yard…
We have lived at his residence for over 35 years and both of us raised in south Langley. And in
this time have seen lots of changes in the wildlife species and population. When we built on
Fernridge Crescent we had a large number of chipmunks and Douglas Squirrels. There are not any
chipmunks anymore and this is the first we have seen such a drastic decline in the ‘Dougies”. We
have not seen one at our bird/squirrel feeder since early spring. We had our regulars and our
transients and the babies with their own unique personalities. But we have had lots of Eastern
Grey Squirrels (all color phases) which chase and kill the Dougies, eat birds eggs and kill the
fledglings.
We see these squirrels often (young ones too) in summer and early fall. Not much at this time of
year (Oct-Dec). Usually running up and down cedar trees where they nest and at bird feeder. Daily
we hear them high up in trees farther from the house.
Last year we had several around. This year none. I suspect the new neighbour’s cat!

Mule deer:
• Two are smaller/younger but no spots. Neighbour did see them in early summer when they were
smaller and had spotted coats, so they probably are this year's young.
• At salt lick in backyard
• The deer have been coming to this neighbourhood for the 42 years my family has lived here.
• In the summer we saw a mother and two young ones two or three times a week and a lot of deer
tracks in the flower beds and a lot of flowers eaten off (which was OK with us).
• We saw evidence that she was in the flower garden eating often times but we didn't see her. We
found she loved to eat the leaves off the roses and left many foot prints in the garden.
• Didn’t see it, but had obviously been eating shrubs the night before
• This one usually has 2 yearlings with her
• Didn’t see but there is a family of 3 often on our property
• We are fairly sure that deer are on our property daily, but don’t see them often. Lots of evidence of
shrubs and plants being eaten (esp in spring) and footprints and droppings. They have a well-worn
path from the municipal property on the north side of the Campbell River, up the bank on our side
and through our woods.
• We have seen much less of the deer family in recent months, but there is ample evidence that they
are still visiting our property and feeding on broad leaved evergreen shrubs in my garden. Just this
week (Thursday, Jan 14) our son saw five together in our field, 2 of them quite small. We think
this may be the group of three females that we have been seeing fairly regularly over the past year
or so, plus 2 of this year’s fawns. Though we see deer and woodpeckers quite frequently, we see
plenty of black and grey squirrels in our yard but few Douglas squirrels (other than visiting
Campbell Valley park)
Wood duck:
• A wood duck female with young was seen in coniferous forest between the south end of Horne Pit
and the Little Campbell River.
• In the spring we had a male and a female fly into our fish pond everyday and eat the new shoots
on our pond plants and have a bath. They would walk around our lawn pecking at something and
then fly down towards Anderson Creek. I saw them walking on the lawn at the back of the schools
grounds as well. They must have had a nest down by the creek because I saw them flying around
our area and in our yard everyday for several months.

General:
•

•

•

“Although I live on the Surrey side of 196 Street, I attended your informative meeting in
November. It is worth noting that we never saw any of the 4 species over a two month period. We
have lived here for 25 years and, when we first moved to the area in 1984, Fish and Wildlife(?),
were maintaining wood duck boxes around our pond which touches the Little Campbell River and
for many years these ducks used our pond. Pileated woodpeckers were also often seen in the trees
until about 4 years ago as were the deer who would be seen at least once per year in our yard. The
last ones were seen over a year ago. We now have bald eagles and horned owls. I am sorry to have
seen the change in the wildlife in this area and am also sorry to have to report no sightings for
your study.”
Last year we had seven eagles here as soon as it rained in October and Anderson Creek came up
and the big fish were here. They stayed for a long time because the creek was very high. This year
we saw four adults and one young at one time. They came back in November and we still see
them. We have not cut down one tree and have planted trees, shrubs and plants that encourage
birds of all kinds. We keep our bird feeders full all year. Many birds come to our fish pond, they
drink and take a bath in the small water fall we built. We have many small animals and lots of
butterflys, a big selection of birds. We pray that this animal corridor will not be destroyed by man.
I didn’t see any of the other species except the Douglas squirrel. I just wanted to tell you we have
a suet and bird feeder in our yard and we see lots of Eastern Gray Squirrels. We also get Northern
Flickers and Downy Woodpeckers. I enjoy doing your monitoring.

